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IN THIS ISSUE „ o o . o
In this issue are tributes to Dr. Charles Schwartz and Mr. C. 
You will want to look over the names of alumni association 
members and those who donated to the School. Dr. Steve Pray 
wins a national award, and Cinda Porter Stewart returns to the 
fold. We still do not have any money, so be sure to scan the 
editorial. We cover the people who run the School behind the 
scenes and offer you the chance to subscribe to Westview, a 
Southwestern-based western culture magazine. You will find out 
what’s been going on, and who’s been doing it. Read on.
E M T O M S A i L  0  0  O  O  O  o  O  C
Now is The Time
Not in the depths of the Great Depression during the 1930’s 
was Oklahoma’s budget short-fall as large as it is today. As the 
price of oil drops and drops, more and more funds are subtracted 
from the Higher Education budget. Last summer, we in higher 
education were lucky to receive a small budget increase after 
level spending for three years. Now, any gains then have been 
wiped out.
Here at Southwestern, we have been fortunate to have leaders 
who have been very frugle with the available funds, but the situa­
tion worsens. So far, we have had no manpower cuts. However, 
with no money for equipment, supplies, or travel, the quality of 
our program is bound to suffer. We need your help. We can use 
your support in several areas. Please continue your tremendous 
support of the Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation. Use 
your leadership in the political arena to develop long-term solu­
tions to Oklahoma’s higher education problems. Continue to send 
the best students to us. There is no easy or quick solution to this 
dilema, but with your help we can overcome any adversity.
Recruitment Materials A  vailahle
Alumni who are giving local presentations about pharmacy can 
obtain all types of professional and recruitment materials free of 
charge from Southwestern. With a little advance notice, we can 
supply pamphlets, brochures and slide programs about phar­
macy as a career. If requested, we can loan out a slide projector.
If you need any of these items, please contact Dr. David Ralph, 
Assistant Dean of Student and Alumni Affairs, at (405) 772-6611, 
Ext. 3191, or Mrs. Susan Thiessen, Admissions Counselor, at 
(405) 772-6611, Ext. 3127.
DM. W. STEVEN PMAY
Dr. Pray Wins A A  CP Lyman Award
Dr. W. Steven Pray, Assistant Professor of Pharmacy at 
Southwestern’s School of Pharmacy, was recently notified that he 
is the winner of the 1985 Lyman Award. He and his co-recipient, 
Dr. Nicholas G. Popovich, were authors of a paper titled, “ The 
Development of a Standardized Competency Examination for 
Doctor of Pharmacy Students.’’
The Lyman Award is presented to the author(s) of the best 
paper to appear in the American Journal of Pharmaceutical 
Education each year. It is selected by the Board of Directors of 
the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy based on utili­
ty and significance to pharmacy education, originality, research 
methodology and style.
The paper honored was taken from Dr. Pray’s doctoral dis­
sertation, completed while he was on sabbatical leave from the 
School of Pharmacy at Purdue University. He gained the title of 
Doctor of Philosophy for the work. In this work, Dr. Pray created 
a nationally standardized test for the Doctor of Pharmacy stu­
dent. Steps involved in this research were generation of test 
items, review of test items by an expert panel, field testing of test 
items on 900 Bachelor of Science students at 33 colleges of phar­
macy, and norming of the final examination on Doctor of Phar­
macy students from multiple schools of pharmacy. Since his work 
was completed, numerous colleges of pharmacy have contacted 
Dr. Pray for more information concerning the results of his work.
Drs. Pray and Popovich are continuing their collaboration. 
They have conducted a national survey of Doctors of Pharmacy to 
uncover practice patterns and have submitted the results to the 
American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy for presentation 
at the next national meeting. This work will also be published.
The award, consisting of a plaque and a $1000 check, will be 
presented at the annual meeting of the American Association of 
Colleges of Pharmacy in Toronto, Ontario, in July, 1986.
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PICTURED ARE (front row, I-r): Valarie Slack, John­
nie Faye Thomas; (back row, fl-r): Susan Thiessen, Sue 
Morris.
The Administrative Staff
Dean Timmons and Dean Keller are often quick to mention 
that the real reason the School of Pharmacy runs so smoothly is 
the administrative staff. These four ladies who work behind the 
scenes are responsible for performing many of the day-to-day ac­
tivities which allow the school to function.
Mrs. Johnnie Faye Thomas, wife of English professor Dr. 
Leroy Thomas, is the administrative assistant to the dean, and 
she coordinates the actions of the administrative staff. Johnnie 
Faye has been with the University since 1965 and with the School 
of Pharmacy since 1967. Johnnie Faye has responsibilities in 
many administrative areas. She controls the senior advisement 
and works closely with the other advisors. She schedules the 
recruiting visits by pharmacy employers and monitors the job 
placement board. Johnnie Faye is in charge of the Senior Trip, 
coordinating the efforts of both the travel agency and the phar­
maceutical companies. These are just a few of her basic functions 
she performs as well as working closely with both deans on a 
variety of everyday problems.
Mrs. Susan Thiessen is the admissions counselor and visiting 
recruitment officer for the school. In a nut shell, she handles 
everything to do with application and admission to the School of 
Pharmacy. In this capacity, she also serves as prepharmacy ad­
visor. Susan handles all of the application paperwork. She 
evaluates transcripts and prior coursework of transfer students 
and works with the first professional year advisors to insure the 
students take the proper courses. Susan handles all information 
inquiries about entering the school. She counsels students and 
their families, frequently giving them tours of the School of Phar­
macy facilities. Susan coordinates the major recruitment efforts 
of the School through close communication with the college pre­
pharmacy advisors in Oklahoma and surrounding states. She 
visits prospective students at these colleges during the year. Dur­
ing the fall, Susan helps man the State Fair Booth and coor­
dinates Health Careers Day for visiting high school students. She 
joined the staff in 1977.
(Continued Next Column)
Improving Computer :
The Story o f The Project
In the spring of 1984, Drs. David Ralph, Benny French and 
Gus Ortega wrote a grant for the American Association of Col­
leges of Pharmacy/Smith Kline Beckmann GAPS program. This 
program sponsors an annual competition which awards grants for 
innovative projects to schools of pharmacy around the nation. 
The grant submitted by Southwestern was designed to increase 
faculty microcomputer literacy and utilization through a series of 
inservice workshops.
After the evaluation process was completed, Southwestern was 
awarded a $17,000 grant. The primary objectives of the grant 
were to establish a faculty microcomputer laboratory and to in­
stitute a series of workshops to increase computer knowledge. A 
preworkshop survey indicated a general lack of microcomputer 
knowledge and use, with the exception of a handful of faculty 
computer “hackers.” The faculty had indicated the areas of com­
puter study in which they were most interested, and these results 
were used to create the topics for the workshops.
Before the workshops began in the fall of 1984, the GAPS grant 
authors purchased seven Apple He systems and built seven roll­
ing computer carts. These rolling carts allowed the workshops to 
meet in whatever space was available. The project conducted ten 
different workshops on three levels:
1. The use of common software programs available in the 
marketplace.
2. Introduction to programming.
3. Use of sophisticated software programs, some of which were 
presented by outside consultants.
Each workshop was presented twice a week to facilitate at­
tendance and to accommodate the hands-on style of the work­
shop. Evaluations were conducted at the mid-point and end of 
the workshop series. The results indicated 86 per cent of the 21 
full-time faculty participated in the workshops. Ninety per cent of 
the participants said their understanding of the computer was 
greater at the end of the project, and utilization of computers for 
classroom use increased fourfold during the workshop series. At 
the end of the workshops, the systems were distributed to the 
various departments. With some of the remaining funds, more 
software programs have been purchased. Most of our faculty now 
feel comfortable with the computer, and the computer appears in 
more and more course content.
k k k k k
(STAFF, Continued)
Mrs. Sue Morris is the outer-office faculty secretary. She es­
sentially is in charge of logistics. She channels visitors to the cor­
rect office and schedules classrooms on the ‘‘big board.” Sue 
maintains and runs the two massive Xerox 2400 copying 
machines which are the life blood of the entire school. Last year, 
Sue ran about two million copies through these machines. She 
handles all of the faculty-staff travel paperwork and purchases all 
the office supplies used by the school. Sue coordinates most of 
the non-CE bulk mailings, such as the Apothecary and The Sig. 
Sue is the person you contact when you want to know where 
things are. She came to the school in 1976.
Mrs. Valarie Slack is the most recent addition to the admin­
istrative staff. She is the secretary to the Dean of the School of 
Health Sciences. Valarie handles the incoming calls to the School 
of Health Sciences and the School of Pharmacy and transfers in­
quiries to the proper office. She coordinates the typing needs of 
the deans and faculty. Valarie works closely with Johnnie Faye to 
insure the deans’ offices run smoothly. She joined the staff in 
January of this year.
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DR. CHARLES SCHWARTZ 
1909-1986
Dr. Charles Schwartz, long-time faculty member and Professor 
Emeritus of Southwestern Oklahoma State University School of 
Pharmacy, died suddenly January 11, 1986, at his home in Den­
ver, Colorado. A well-known figure in the Oklahoma pharmacy 
community, Dr. Schwartz was a faculty member at Southwestern 
from 1950 to 1975. A native of Seattle, Washington, he was born 
November 22, 1909. He earned his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. de­
grees from the University of Washington. During WWII, Dr. 
Schwartz served as a major in the U.S. Army Chemical Corps. He 
was preceded in death in 1971 by his wife, Elizabeth, whom he 
married in San Francisco in 1938.
Dr. Schwartz had a long and distinguished career. He was a 
chemist with the National Bureau of Standards from 1935-42, and 
he served as Administrative Pharmacist for the Veterans Ad­
ministration from 1946-50 before joining the School of Pharmacy. 
Dr. Schwartz was a registered pharmacist for 55 years in Wash­
ington and for 35 years in Oklahoma. He was a professor of 
medicinal chemistry and belonged to many professional organ­
izations. Among them, he was a life member of the American 
Pharmaceutical Association and an active member of the Wea­
therford Rotary Club.
Dr. Schwartz received many honors while at Southwestern. He 
was listed in American Men and Women of Science and Out­
standing Educators of America. In 1967, he was honored by OEA 
as Southwestern’s Teacher of the Year. He worked particularly 
hard for student organizations. He organized the Alpha Omega 
chapter of Phi Delta Chi at Southwestern and served as advisor to 
the SAPhA chapter. Dr. Schwartz was very proud of having 
started the Southwestern chapter of Kappa Epsilon, women’s 
profesisonal fraternity and thereby serving as a pioneer in pro­
moting the field of pharmacy for women.
He is survived by his son, Jack Schwartz, of Green River, 
Wyoming; his daughter, Barbara Brattin, of Denver, Colorado; 
and his grandsons, Barry Schwartz, Allan Schwartz, Craig 
Schwartz, David Brattin, and Gary Brattin. Memorial contri­
butions may be made to the Scholarship Fund, c/o Southwestern 
Pharmacy Alumni Foundation, School of Pharmacy, SWOSU, 
Weatherford, OK 73096.
What I  Know A bout Mr.
Mr. “ C” was a very sincere and caring man. The “ C” stood 
for many things besides Christensen, like: Caring, Calm, Cool, 
Collected, Concerned, and Creative. He was a very accomplished 
man; an RPh, Farmer, CPA, and member of many organizations, 
on top of being active with his family, church, and taking care of 
us. That alone was a full-time job.
He was like a father to me. He was always there to listen even 
if he had things to do stacked to the ceiling. (The student was top 
priority to him when they needed him.) He was concerned about 
my personal problems and accomplishments, as well as school 
things. Many times he loaned me his water hoses from his home, 
so I wouldn’t have to carry water to the horses. When I moved, he 
and John helped with the trailer house. He knew quite a lot about 
everything and was always learning more and working on a new 
goal. Every now and then, (in his nice way), he would really “ tell 
me how the cow ate the cabbage’’ but I deserved it or he 
wouldn’t have said it. He was a man of his word and very depen­
dable. If he said it, he meant it. And if he said something would 
be done, it was done.
He wanted me (and other students as well) to feel at home in 
Weatherford and because of him and a few others, I did. To me 
there are few people in this old world like that. He cared for you 
from his heart, not just because it was the nice thing to do. To me 
he was what made the pharmacy school stick together. He was a 
main bond that connected the faculty with the students. You 
could ask or talk to him about anything. But that is old hat, we all 
know that.
The aspect I noticed about him most was that he never quit. 
That Thanksgiving Day he had a heart attack he asked my mom 
and me to join his family for dinner. That morning he layed down 
(said “ he wasn’t feeling well and thought he needed some 
rest’’). At dinner he got up and ate with everyone, laughed, and 
enjoyed the meal. That was the most we knew of the attack. It 
takes a strong man to endure something like that, let alone enter­
tain guests. Like I said before, he was like a father to me.
I loved him very much,
JAN HOLLEY, 1984graduate 
B.S. Pharmacy
ED CHRISTENSEN
Putting words on paper that try to convey one’s feelings about 
anything or anyone is often hard to do. In this case it’s a labor of 
love for this man, Ed Christensen, and his family.
Thanksgiving Day, 1983, he and his wife, Alice, invited us~ 
my daughter, Jan, one of Mr. C’s pharmacy students, and me to 
eat dinner with them. Caring, concerned, and perceptive about 
those who needed him, he must have suffered a great deal when 
we were not aware of it-including that day. So along with Alice, 
his wife; Jan, his son and Grandma, his mother, we all sat down 
to a sumptuous Thanksgiving meal unaware of the severity of his 
heart condition. We were blessed with good food, good conversa­
tion, and good company. How many times in how many ways is it 
likely that a similar situation occurred? Mr. C. and his family giv­
ing their tender loving care to those around them was a way of 
life-whether in the classroom or out.
It’s one thing to be educated, to whatever degree, and quite 
another to be a truly caring EDUCATOR, and he was both. Mr. 
C.-our lives became better because of his life and how he chose 
to live it.
Sincerely,
FRANKIE HOLLEY '(friend)
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MISS PATTI HARPER
The Voice at The End of The : 
New CE Coordinator Patti Harper
When you call Southwestern these days and inquire about 
Continuing Education (CE) courses and meetings, you often talk 
to a new voice at the end of the line. For almost a year, Miss Patti 
Harper has been the new Coordinator of Continuing Education 
for the School of Pharmacy. Under the leadership of Dr. David 
Ralph, Director of Continuing Education and Assistant Dean for 
Student and Alumni Affairs, Patti manages the myriad daily ac­
tivities in the CE department. One of her regular functions is 
coordinating the distribution and evaluation of the thousands of 
correspondence courses taken yearly by Southwestern alumni 
and other pharmacists. She also schedules and supervises the 
eight regional CE seminars, and this year, several Indian Health 
Service meetings conducted in Oklahoma. Along with Dr. Ralph, 
she develops the popular CE travel seminars.
Patti brings a wealth of experience to her position. For the 
three years prior to assuming the coordinator position, she work­
ed in all areas of the CE department and became a practiced hand 
at dealing the many foibles of the pharmacist in search of CE. 
After completing her high school years in her home town of Buf­
falo, Oklahoma, Patti entered the School of Business here. While 
pursuing the B.S. in Office Administration degree, she found 
time to involve herself in the business fraternity Phi Beta Lambda 
and the Secretarial Club. She won a typewriting skill contest her 
sophomore year and represented Southwestern at many Phi Beta 
Lambda State Leadership Conferences. She became coordinator 
after receiving her degree last May.
When not working with CE, Patti enjoys being with her friends 
and family. She likes the piano and the outdoors. She is the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Harper of Buffalo.
Patient Counseling Competition
Last year, Southwestern Pharmaceutical Association began 
participation in the Student APhA Patient Counseling Compe­
tition. This year the winner of the competition locally was Sheryl 
3olerjack of Dallas, Texas. Sheryl will be attending the national 
competition to be held in March at the APhA national convention 
in San Francisco.
The Patient Counseling competition is designed to encourage 
pharmacy students in their efforts to become better patient 
educators. Sheryl was named the winner after competing in two 
rounds of competition here in Weatherford. In addition to being 
named as the winner of the local contest, Sheryl received the 
expense-paid trip to San Francisco for national competition and a 
subscription to the USP DI. All ten students named as finalists in 
the local competition also received subscriptions to the USP DI, 
with the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th place finalists receiving cash awards in 
addition. The other finalists were: Kari Schmoker, Vernon, Texas 
(2nd); Virginia Allen, Weatherford, Oklahoma (3rd); Teresa 
Voss, Centralia, Illinois (4th); and Mark Black, Tonkawa, 
Oklahoma; Joe Duncan, Clinton, Oklahoma; Kathy Stockwell, 
Tulsa, Oklahoma; Vipul Vassa, London, England; Larry Segars, 
Fort Worth, Texas, and Andy Cummings, Weatherford, Okla­
homa.
Health Careers Day 1985
According to Mrs. Susan Thiessen, our admissions counselor, 
Health Careers Day 1985 was the most successful for the last 
several years. Eleven health career programs from around the 
state and eight programs at Southwestern had representatives 
available to provide information to the visiting high school 
students from western Oklahoma. The day began with a slide 
program about the School of Health Sciences. The students were 
then divided into two groups. These groups alternated touring 
the School of Health Sciences and visiting with the career pro­
gram representatives. An examination of registration data in­
dicated 184 students representing 26 area high schools and one 
junior college participated in this year’s event. Many South­
western students took advantage of the opportunity as well.
If you reside east of Oklahoma City and 1-35 and know of high 
school students who may be interested in attending Health 
Careers Day 1986, please have the students contact:
Mrs. Susan Thiessen, Admissions Counselor 
School of Pharmacy
Southwestern Oklahoma State University 
Weatherford, OK 73096
or call: (405) 772-6611, Ext. 3127
We will add the students’ names to the Health Careers Day 
mailing list. Any students in surrounding states are invited as 
well.
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MR. JAMES L. LETT presents a check to Dean Keller.
James L« Lett Establishes Lett 
Family Memorial Scholarship
The Lett Family Memorial Scholarship has been established 
with donations of $10,000 from James L. Lett and 500 shares of 
OG&E stock from brother Bob. This memorial was given in the 
spirit of F. L. Lett who practiced pharmacy in Oklahoma for 57 
years. The memorial scholarship will provide educational grants 
to Southwestern pharmacy students.
F. L. Lett was literally a pioneer of Oklahoma pharmacy prac­
tice. The original Lett Drug was established in Indian territory in 
1904. Mr. Lett owned and operated stores in Dustin, Wapanucka, 
Cache, and Moore, Oklahoma. He died in 1958. Son James L. 
owned and operated Lett Rexall Drug in Del City, Oklahoma, 
from 1950 to 1983. Son Bob Lett operated Moore Rexall Drug 
from 1947 to 1957 and is presently employed by Lett Rexall Drug 
in Del City. Granddaughter Dorothy Lett is presently the owner 
and operator of Lett Rexall Drug.
James L. Lett has long been associated with the School of 
Pharmacy. He served as chairman of the committee which es­
tablished the first intern/extern program in Oklahoma. Mr. Lett 
was a clinical instructor on the Southwestern faculty for five 
years.
kkktk
Drug Fair
Each year Kappa Epsilon organizes a special activity known as 
the Drug Fair. The 1985 Drug Fair was held October 3 at the 
Southwestern Oklahoma State University Student Union Ball­
room for the purpose of introducing pharmacy, nursing, and 
allied health students to the various drug manufacturers and 
their products. The Drug Fair is designed to help promote better 
relations between health professionals and the pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. The October 3 event was attended by about 350 
persons, including students, faculty, and local health profes­
sionals. The manufacturers were represented by 13 companies: 
Bristol Labs; Burroughs-Wellcome; Eli Lilly; Merck, Sharp & 
Dohme; Merrell-Dow; E. R. Squibb; Stuart Pharmaceuticals; 
Wyeth Labs; Geigy; Marion Labs; Druggists’ Mutual Insurance 
Co; Ciba, and Hoffman-LaRoche. A luncheon followed the Drug 
Fair activities.
Kappa Epsilon wishes to thank all the manufacturers and the 
representatives who participated in the program and encourages 
their support for future Drug Fair activities. A special thanks 
goes to Chief Worley and to Dean Janzen for assisting with park­
ing requirements for the medical services representatives.
Donations to Pharmaceutics IV Lab
The School of Pharmacy would like to publicly express its 
gratitude to the following individuals, hospitals, and others who 
donated supplies to the Pharmaceutics IV lab:
Weatherford Hospital
Jack Rose, Allied Pharmacy Services, Quanah, Texas
Kelly Dougherty, St. Anthony Hospital, Oklahoma City
Abbott Laboratories
Bard, Incorporated
Ardmore Hospital
Betty Stephens, Enid
Durant Hospital
Comanche County Hospital
Eldon Hodges & Robert Pierce, Enid Memorial Hospital
Monte Strutton, Cordell Hospital
Robert Turley, Eastern State Hospital, Vinita
Mike Stephan, Bone & Joint Hospital, Oklahoma City
MedSource Corporation, Bartlesville
Bobby Hoffman & Mike May, Clinton Regional Hospital
Rick Ireland, Blackwell Memorial Hospital
Presbyterian Hospital, Oklahoma City
Reta Tims, Altus Hospital
J. B. Taylor, Frederick Hospital
Sapulpa Hospital
Amy Taylor Pritchett, Charter Plains Hospital, Lubbock, TX 
Dick Beach, Wyeth Labs 
Medi-Dose, Incorporated 
Mike Hogan, HPI
Gerald Campbell, St. Mary’s Hospital, Enid 
Bill Arrington, Stillwater Medical Center 
Names are listed chronologically. Please notify us of omissions 
and misspellings. We apologize for these. For all of the above, 
and for the individuals and hospitals wishing to remain anony­
mous, our gratitude. Your donations have allowed us to ensure 
that each student creates numerous IV admixtures, piggybacks, 
parenteral nutrition solutions, fills oral, liquid, and syringe unit 
dose orders, and works with many other hospital pharmacy pro­
ducts. It is our hope that better prepared pharmacists will be the 
return on your investment. A special thanks to Kappa Psi frater­
nity, whose special mailing to all Oklahoma hospitals resulted in 
an awareness of our need for these supplies; their project, 
coupled with the cooperation of our kind benefactors, has 
resulted in a savings of uncounted tens of thousands of dollars to 
the taxpayers of Oklahoma.
kkkkk
State Fair Booth 1985
The 1985 booth at the Oklahoma State Fair was marked by 
increased participation by our students and increased recognition 
by those attending the state fair. Because we have had a booth 
for the last several years, the regular fair-goers are beginning to 
seek us out for blood-pressure screenings and health care career 
information. Over one hundred students helped man the booth 
this year, and they screened close to two thousand people. Over 
one thousand fair visiters stopped at the booth for information 
about the many career opportunities at Southwestern.
For the 1986 State Fair of Oklahoma, we plan to seek the help 
of alumni as we did the very first year when the School of Health 
Sciences manned the booth for the entire ten-day fair run. If you 
live in the Oklahoma City area, watch your mail for a mid­
summer announcement about helpling man the booth next fall.
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FACULTY NEWS...
Grants:
Dr. Reichmann received a grant from Texas Vet Lab Inc. to 
study the stability of veterinary injectable anti-infective emulsion 
preparations.
Dr. Latman received a grant from the university to study 
human and systems factors in the use of home pregnancy tests.
The Medicinal Chemistry Department (Drs. Huerta, Ortega, 
and Prabhu) received a grant to study the effects of selected cen­
tral nervous system agents on consumption of and preference for 
alcohol in rats.
Meetings Attended:
Dr. Morris and Dr. Pray attended the Midyear Clinical 
Meeting in New Orleans, LA.
Dr. Waggoner was a delegate to the U.S.P. Convention in 
Washington, D.C.
Dr. Reichmann attended Freeman’s Surgical Appliance Fitting 
Workshop in Dallas (also Dr. Morris).
Dr. Ralph attended the Pharmat Board of Directors Meeting in 
Kansas City and the Midwest Drug Conference in Kansas City.
Drs. Keller. Ralph, and Timmons attended the annual meeting 
of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy in San 
Francisco (also Gus).
Dr. Keller attended the annual Fox Meyer Gift Show in Dallas.
Dr. Scruggs attended the Midwest Pharmaceutical Conference 
in Kansas City.
Dr. Ralph attended the Interim Dean’s Meeting in Wash­
ington, D.C.
Publications:
Dr. Pray published excerpts from his doctoral dissertation in 
the Spring, 1985, issue of the American Journal of Phar­
maceutical Education, in an article titled: “The Development of a 
Standardized Competency Examination for Doctor of Pharmacy 
Students.’’
Dr. Huerta co-authored a paper published in the August, 1985, 
issue of Life Sciences, titled, “ Caffeine-Phenylethylamine Com­
binations Mimic the Amphetamine Discriminative Cue.’’
Drs. Latman and Huerta co-authored a paper (with Dr. Russin, 
formerly of the Department of Psychology) which was submitted 
to Science, titled “Tricyclic Antidepressants: Effects on Alcohol 
Consumption.’’
Presentations:
Dr. Ralph, Dr. B. French, and Dr. Ortega presented a poster 
on their GAPS grant project entitled “ Computer Literacy through 
a designed sequence of inservice workshops’’ at the AACP an­
nual meeting in San Francisco.
Dr. Ralph presented his dissertation research entitled “ Ex­
planations of Job & Professional Satisfaction and Dissatis­
faction’’ at the AACP annual meeting in San Francisco.
Dr. Nithman presented a journal article at a meeting of the 
Oklahoma Society of Hospital Pharmacists.
Dr. Morris and Dr. E. French presented a program on diabetes 
treatment to the public at the Beckham County Health Depart­
ment in Elk City and in Clinton.
Dr. Scruggs, Dr. Ralph, and Dr. B. French presented a poster 
entitled “ Conversion of the Communi-Pharm Computer Simula­
tion Program to an Apple II Format’’ at the AACP annual 
meeting in San Francisco.
Miscellaneousz
Dr. Ratto met with the dean and other faculty members of the 
optometry school at Northeastern Oklahoma State University in 
Tahlequah to discuss research in the properties of contact lens 
solutions.
Mr. Philips consulted with several area health care profes­
sionals concerning the proper treatment of toxicological prob­
lems.
Dr. Keller was appointed to the Research Committee and to 
the Board of Directors of the American Heart Association- 
Oklahoma Affiliate.
Dr. B. French served as District Seven President of the 
Oklahoma Pharmaceutical Association.
Dr. Huerta attended a Cheyenne-Arapaho Drug Prevention 
Curriculum Development Seminar.
Mrs. Young is serving on the advisory board of New Horizons 
Mental Health Center.
Dr. Reichmann is serving on the Executive Council of the Boy 
Scout Council. He also was awarded the Commissioner’s Ar­
rowhead Award and the Boy Scout District Award of Merit, the 
highest award a district can give. His continuing work was fur­
ther recognized when he was chosen to receive the Silver Beaver. 
Out of about 6000 leaders in Western Oklahoma, only 10 will 
receive this award in 1986. It is the highest award a Boy Scout can 
present to an adult Scout.
Dr. B. French and Dr. Pray both presented topics to the Boy 
Scouts at the Merit Badge College. Dr. French’s topic was Com­
munications, and Dr. Pray presented Public Health.
Dr. Prabhu was been listed in the 2nd edition of “ Who’s Who 
in Frontiers of Science and Technology’’ and in the 1986 edition 
of “ Personalities of the South.’’
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MRS. CINDA STEWART
CINDA STEWART
The School of Pharmacy is proud to announce the return of 
faculty member Cinda J. (Porter) Stewart. Cinda had been with 
the pharmaceutics department from 1975 to 1981 with respon­
sibilities for pharmaceutics laboratories, cosmetics, drugs in 
society, and drug abuse education course. She rejoins us in the 
department of pharmacy practice as of October 1, 1985. Cinda’s 
primary responsibilities will be as clinical coordinator for the 
pharmacy practice programs in the central and eastern part of 
Oklahoma. She will be based out of St. Anthony’s Hospital offices 
of the pharmacy practice department.
Cinda, a native of Fay, Oklahoma, graduated from South­
western with her B.S. in Pharmacy in 1974. She earned her 
Master’s in Public Health-Health Administration in 1980 from 
the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center and is cur­
rently working towards completion of the Doctor of Philosophy 
degree from OUHSC in the field of pharmaceutics. Cinda’s phar­
macy practice and management experience with Humpty Drugs, 
Safeway Pharmacies, and Skaggs will be a valuable asset to the 
pharmacy practice department.
Cinda and her husband, Artie Stewart, live in Oklahoma City 
with their children: Vince, Clint, Clay, Sarah, and Amber.
* * * * *
Homecoming
The 1985 Southwestern Oklahoma State University Home­
coming was held the weekend of October 26-27. Several activities 
were held for pharmacy alumni, including the parade, pre-game 
snacks, the football game, open house at the School of Pharmacy, 
various fraternity activities, the pharmacy alumni dinner, and CE 
seminar. There were approximately 50 people attending the 
alumni dinner, and the CE seminar, entitled “ Current Therapies 
in Women’s Health Care,’’ garnered 64 participants.
Honored classes for the 1985 Homecoming included: ’45 & ’46, 
’55 & ’56, ’65 & ’66, ’75 & ’76, and ’80 & ’81.
Without Scruples
Sudo’s Foibles.
Why is it when you tell a man there are 2,000,000 stars in the 
sky he believes you, but if you hand him some money and say 
there are four dollars there, he will count them to be sure?
Why do the co-eds here wear open toed shoes to class in 
winter? In the snow?
Why does every professor think he is the only one you are tak­
ing a class from?
Why are tests scheduled in bunches? Why can you go two 
weeks without a test, and then have four of them in one week?
Why is it that your normally reliable car starts fine, except on 
the day you are late for class?
Why is it when a person looks at his watch and then you ask 
him what time it is, he will look at his watch again?
Why is it a lady will buy a magazine for $3, look at it once and 
throw it away but keep a $3 prescription for 10 years?
Why does a student have time to watch a football game on TV, 
go to a movie, out for a hamburger, and out on a date all in one 
day, but doesn’t have time to study?
Why doesn’t the professor ever test you over the material that 
you do study?
Why does a student who does poorly all semester come to ask 
the professor how to improve their grade the day before finals 
start?
Why doesn’t that cute fellow in the next seat ever ask you out 
(if you are a girl).
Why don’t the guys that doze through lectures on the back row 
ever make good grades?
Why is it that the one course you need to graduate isn’t taught 
next semester?
Why is it that the students drive Trans-ams and Corvettes 
(Note to GM: for the complimentary car for mentioning the brand 
name, be sure it is candy apple red) but the professor drives a 
1963 Klunker eight?
And finally, why is it that the paper you have due Dec. 11th, 
you remember Dec. 10th?
O
A JOURNAL OF WESTERN OKLAHOMA
For the past four years, faculty across the campus have 
published WESTVIEW: A Journal of Western Oklahoma. 
Westview is printed quarterly. The magazine includes scholarly 
articles, local history sketches, memoirs, biographies, graphic 
art, book reviews, and creative writing. Westview is a magazine 
of history, nostalgia, and “ roots.’’ Some of the articles are pro­
vided by faculty and students, but most contributions come from 
offcampus writers. Dr. Leroy Thomas is the editor of Westview; 
Dr. Donald Hamm is the publisher.
If you would like to subscribe to Westview, complete the ap­
plication form below and send a check for $8.00 (for four issues) 
to: Dr. Donald Hamm
Westview Magazine
Southwestern Oklahoma State University 
100 Campus Drive 
Weatherford, OK 73096
If you are interested in writing for Westview, contact either Dr. 
Thomas or Dr. Hamm.
Name _______________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________
City__________________________ State____ ZIP__________
SUBSCRIBE TODAY.
Mx=Assist Donates Computer System
PICTURED ARE (I-r): Mr. David Bacon, Dean B. G. 
Keller Jr., and Robert Perry.
Upjohn Provides Renovation Funds
The Upjohn Company recently presented $10,000 to the School 
of Pharmacy to help with the renovation of the administrative 
offices. Mr. Robert O. Perry, Sales Director for the Kansas City 
area, and Mr. David C. Bacon, District Manager for Upjohn’s 
Southwest District, were on hand to present the check to Dean B.
G. Keller Jr. With the budget cutbacks, no funds have been 
available for this sorely-needed construction project. As admin­
istrative functions have become more complex in the past ten 
years, the functions of the physical plant have changed as well. 
This generous donation from Upjohn will help insure the re­
modeling occurs soon.
Rx-Assist of Tulsa, Oklahoma, has donated one of their com­
munity pharmacy computer systems to the School of Pharmacy. 
Charles Bundrick, vice-president of finance for Mays Drug, and 
Kathy Sisney Groff (class of ’82), pharmacy computer consultant 
for Rx-Assist, presented the system to Dean B. G. Keller Jr. for 
use in several undergraduate courses and research. The Rx- 
Assist software is loaded into an IBM PC AT. The computer and 
software have a combined value of $12,000. The availability of the 
Rx-Assist system will allow our students to stay abreast of the 
constantly changing computer technology scene. The School of 
Pharmacy wishes to extend a tremendous vote of thanks for this 
far-reaching donation to Mr. Gerald Heller, President and Chief 
Executive Officer of Mays Drug and Rx-Assist.
KATHY GROFF demonstrates the Rx-Assist system to 
Charles Bundrick (right) and Dean Keller (center).
Please help us by checking the appropriate blank or by providing the proper information. Please do not forget to fill out the 
address information.
.1 need a recruiting packet sent to me.
.1 have alulmni news. See attached sheet.
J want to help the School. My check for ($10, $25, $50, 
or more) is enclosed.
.1 want some information about the School 
of Pharmacy sent to the names of the 
students on the attached sheet. (Attach 
sheet to this-form.)
MY ADDRESS IS:
Name"
CUT OUT THIS FORM AND MAIL TO: 
The Sig
School of Pharmacy
swosu
100 Campus Drive 
Weatherford, OK 73096
Telephone No.
Box or Street Town State ZIP
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Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Association
1984-85 Members
The list below contains the names of alumni who were members of the Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Association during 1984-85 
academic year. The editorship of The Sig wishes to apologize for any misspellings or inadvertent omission. If you will bring any cor­
rections to our attention, we will print them in the next issue. If you recently joined the Association, your name will appear in an up­
coming issue. Thank you for your continued support of the Association.
A
Janice Aday 
Tom Aday 
J. V. Adcox 
Barbara Adler 
Michael Albus 
Susan Albus 
Dale Allen 
Ron Anderson 
Loyd Applegate 
Kim Arganbright 
Sam Arnold 
Billy Arrington
B
Cathy Bailey 
Carl Baird 
Carla Baker 
Virginia Banks 
Sue Barnett 
Donna Barsky 
Teddy Basye 
Tina Bauer 
Carole Baxter 
George Beckloff 
Joe Bedolla 
Molly Bennett 
Rice Bennett 
Mark Bergen 
Fannie Berkenbile 
William Bernhardt 
Carl Birdsong 
Thomas Bolerjack 
John Boren 
John Bredehoft 
Bob Brown 
Dewayne Brown 
Edwin Brown 
Tany Brown 
John Bullard 
Kathleen Burchik
C
James Calmes 
George Cameron 
W. F. Campbell 
Charles Carden 
Tom Cariker 
Ron Cates 
Donald Chambers 
Klem Chandler 
Royce Cheyne 
Ron Chiaro
R. G. Christy 
Ellen Church 
Raymond Clark 
Lance Clemmer 
Benita Cobble 
Greg Cobble 
Van Coble 
Jane Coffey 
Marilyn Coffman 
Darel Collins 
Teresa Compton 
Don Coody 
Doyle Cooper 
Oral Copeland 
J. G. Crook 
Maxine Crook 
D
Lance Davis 
Tom Davis 
Eugene Deal 
Morris Dean 
Mark Deevers 
Richard Dill 
Nancy Dipprey 
Todd Dipprey 
Bob Dishman 
Kenneth Dixon 
Lonnie Donaldson 
Kelly Douglas 
Susan Dove 
Don Dowell 
David Downing 
Donald Driscoll 
Lanny Duckett 
Teresa Dupree 
Tammy Durrett 
E
Dana “ Biff” Eck 
Kenneth Eck 
Mark Eck 
Sandi Eck 
Frank Elias Jr. 
John Elliott 
Rex Enterline 
Joseph Epperson 
Carole Erwert 
Bill Erwin 
Richard Erwin 
Doug Ethel 
Lugene Ethel 
Brad Eustace 
Keith Everett
F
Lewis Fair
Family Pharmacy-Lubbock 
James Fielding 
Kerri Fisher 
Wendell Fisher 
David Fite 
Cathy Foreman 
Cynthia Fox 
Ann Frame 
Danny Frame 
Clay Franklin 
Jeanne Friesen 
Steve Friesen 
Patricia Fryar 
Thomas Fryar 
David L. Fry 
Ronald Fuller 
G
Paul Gaillardet 
Brian Gaskill 
William Gasperich 
Jerry Gillum 
Robert Glander 
James Glatz 
Glorine Godfrey 
Leslie Goodman 
Bill Goodwin 
Silua Goodwin 
Paul Goostree 
Connie Gray 
Sabrina Griggs 
Kathy Groff 
Truett Guthrie 
H
Gordon R. Hair 
John P. Hale 
Marty Hale 
Ken Haley 
Stuart Halley Jr.
Robert Wayne Hamilton 
James Hargis 
Patrick Harvey 
Dean Hatchett 
Denise Haury 
Louis Hauser 
Martha Hebblethwaite 
Steve Hebblethwaite 
Stephen Hellwege 
Lee Helms 
Paul Hendrix 
Debbi Hernandez
Rick Hernandez 
Charlie Herr 
Rita Herring 
Terri Herrod 
Cris Hickerson 
David Hickman 
Dud Hire
Peggy Bayne Hoard 
G. H. Hodges 
Larry Hoffman 
Randy Hooper 
Larry Hoover 
Lawrence Hoover Jr. 
Shellie Hoover 
Wilburn Hoover 
Thomas Hull 
Dale Hume 
Brenda Hunt 
Bill Hunter 
Teresa Hurst 
Dawna Hutton 
Garrett Huxall 
/
Craig Inman 
Larry Innis 
Paula Innis 
Claude Irby
J
Blaine Jackson 
W. E. Jackson 
Mack Jameson 
Tom Jefferson 
Darlene Johnston 
Dale Jones 
Donald Glen Jones 
Ricky Jones 
Tony Jones 
J. D. Jowell 
Melissa Justice 
K
Cheri Kantro 
B. G. Keller Jr.
Scott Kennedy 
Vic Keyes 
Gary King 
John Krittenbrink 
John Krueger 
T.D. Kunkler
L
Eddie Tom Lakey 
(Continued on Page 10)
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Randy Lamb Keith Neidy
Donald Lane Jeffrey Newhouse
Virginia Lane 0
John Lassiter Lisa O’Daniel
Michael Lassiter Paul O’Hara
Bill LaValley P
Michael Lee Randy Pack
Janice Lewis Vernon Pape Jr.
Vicky Lewis Rex Parish
Gary Lipscomb Cecil C. Park
Toni Little James Parker
Shawn Lockstone Ed Parsley
Linda Logan Jolene Patterson
Michael Lokensgard T. K. Pennock
Cletus Long Jim Pepper
Lonnie Long Donald H. Phillips
John Lunsford Julie Ann Phillips
M Robert Phillips
Charles Magness Mary Philpott
Bobby Mahnken Joe Pierce
Sara Marquis Robert Pierce
Leon Marriott Mike Pinkerton
Larry Martin Mary Pittman
Manuel Martinez Johnny Porter
Joel Mashburn Bryan Potter
Sharon Matheson W. Ray Potts
Don Mathews Rodney Powell
Wayne Mathews Terry Powell
Max Maupin Jon Price
Randy McAdoo Cathy Pritchard
Janis McAllister Amy Pritchett
Mark McCandless Steve Pryor
Suzanne McCandless R
Judy McConnell Charles Raff Jr.
Robert McGough Harold Raff
Jay McWilliams Suann Raff
Mark Meacham R. Martin Railsback
Warren Meador David Ralph
Jerry Meece Gerald Rana
Leo Meece Rebecca Reed
Randy Meents Donny Reeves
Fred Mehew J. L. Regan
Delaine Meier Glenn Rusty Rex
Patti Meier Dorinda Reynolds
Verne Metcalf Robert Richardson
Stan Miller Alice Ricke
Joe L. Milligan Elizabeth Ricketts
Virginia Milliner Carolyn Riley
Mike Mills Lynn Robertson
Skip Moline Sharon Roessler
Darla Moon Merlin Rose
John Moon H. W. “ Jack” Ross
David Monjay Regina Rounsavall
B. J. Raff Moore Gary Ruehlen
Clay Moore Larry Ruiz
J. T. Moore Rakan Rushaidat
Jerry Moore Lee Russell Jr.
Keith Moore Rita Lee Russell
Terry Moore Robert F. Russell
Patricia Moorman 
Jan Morton
Randy Rutherford
Kerry Moser 5
Susan Moster Daniel Sandefur
Alan Mustion Gene Savage
James Myatt Robert Schmidt
Joe Schwemin C. G. Wasson
Art Seely Jr. Edwin Watkins
Kelly Selby Jerry Waymire
Michael Seybold Bobby Webster
Jamie Shaddon Patricia Welch
Mike Shannon Clark Wells
Guy Sheneman Gary White
John Shepard Laquita White
Doug Sisemore Sandra White
Karen Smith William Chris White
Ken Smith Harold Wiese
Lindel Smith Glenn Wilcox
Rita Smith Ruth Wilcox
Robert Snawder Gary Wiles
Ed Sokolosky Dale Williams
Phil Southall Karen Williams
Kendall Southern Robin Williamson
Kay Sparks John Willis
Jim Spears Rebecca Willis
Terry Spears Leon Wills
Greg Spencer John Wilkerson
Dale Squiers Kevin Wilson
Jan Stanford Craig Winstel
C. Price Stanley Kathy Wischkaemper
Brenda Steichen Robert Witherspoon
Betty Jo Stephens Barbara Jones Wood
Howard Stephens Harold Woods
Randy Stephens Jim Woods
Larry Stiger Tommy Worth
Jan Phillips Stogsdill Smith Wycoff
Allan Stowers
Lynn Strickland
Stephen Strong
Monte Strutton
Bobby Sturgeon
Phil Swart
Robert Sweet
Chris Sykes
Ernie Sykora
T1
Mark Tackett
Fred Taylor
Thomas Teague
Wanda Teakell
Leisha Kuntz Terry
Robert Thacker
John Thomason
Gary Tigert
Reta Epps Tims
Paul Townsend
Alesia Turner
Ken Turner
U
Floyd Ulrich
y
Lynn Van Steenvort
Steven Vaughan
E. C. Vines
Thomas Vogel
W
Don Wagner 
James Walker 
Jody Walder 
Vernon Wall 
David Warden
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MM. WOOTEN presented a Drixorafl check to Dean B. 
G. Keller Jr. (right).
Alumna Christy McWilliams Names School 
Co-Winner in National Drixoral Contest
Dean B. G. Keller Jr. accepted a $5,000 gift to the School made 
by Ms. Christy Best McWilliams (class of ’78) of Sweetwater, 
Texas, winner of the GRAND PRIZE in Schering Corporation’s 
DRIXORAL Pharmacists’ contest. Schering District Manager 
Henry Wooten made the presentation.
Ms. McWilliams was one of over 60,000 pharmacists in the 
U.S. who were invited to participate in the contest. It required 
the pharmacist entrants to answer correctly a series of questions 
regarding Drixoral, Schering’s popular medication for treating 
colds and allergies. The Grand Prize winner Ms. McWilliams 
received $5,000 for her personal winnings as well as the $5,000 
gift she made to Alma Mater. Contest winners were selected by 
the independent judging firm of D. L. Blair, Blair, Nebraska. 
Thanks and congratulations to Christy.
Alumni
Harry Rauch, M.D. (class of ’77) is in the midst of a three-year 
tour of duty for the Air Force at Clark Regional Medical Center in 
the Philippines. He and his wife, Lenore, have a two-and-a-half 
year old daughter, Amy.
For those who missed the earlier news releases, Healdton 
pharmacist Kenneth Eck (class of ’50) was the recipient of the A.
H. Robins “Bowl of Hygeia” Award for 1985 for outstanding 
community service.
Alumnus Builds Experimental Aircraft
Wayne Mathews, a 1963 graduate of the School of Pharmacy, 
has an unusual hobby. He has built an experimental plane. He 
spent two years putting the plane together in his garage in 
Ranger, Texas. Known as the Glasairplane, it was inspected by 
the Federal Aviation Administration and licensed as an ex­
perimental aircraft. It has a wingspan of 28 feet. Wayne’s son, 
John, born in Weatherford while his father was attending the col­
lege, is currently enrolled in the School of Pharmacy.
WAYNE AND tils wife, Clara, with the aircraft
Tidbits
Johnny Dixon (class of ’67) recently became manager of Kiowa 
Drug in Booker, Texas. He and his wife, Debby, who works 
behind the case at Corner Drug in Perryton, Texas, have a five- 
year-old daughter, Breeanne.
k k k k k
Ray Doherty (class of ’59), who operates D&S on 24th Street, 
Bud Karr (class of ’60), who runs the Line Street D&S, and Phil 
Durham (class of ’60), who operates the D&S on Grand, have 
become Health Mart franchises.
k k k k k k k k k k
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Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation
1984-1985 Contributors
(June 30, 1984, to July 1, 1985)
The School of Pharmacy wishes to acknowledge the generosity of each one of the alumni friends, or institutions, listed below. These 
are the individuals who made contributions to the Southwestern Pharmacy Alumni Foundation during the 1984-85 academic year. The 
Sig and the Foundation wish to apologize for any misspellings and inadvertent omission of names. With the paperwork involved, we. 
may have overlooked some contributors. If you will bring any changes to our attention, we will print any additions in the next issue. If 
you have contributed in the last few months, your name will appear in the next issue. Thanks to all alumni for their continued support 
of the School.
J. V. Adcox 
Barbara Adler 
Jerry Allen
Allied Pharmacy Service Inc.
Loyd Applegate
Kim Arganbright
Billy Arrington
Beth Bagwell
Billy Baker
Doug Baker
Mark and Carla Baker
Virginia Banks
Paul Battles
Tina Bauer
Carole Baxter
Joe Bedolla
Behrens Inc.
Mark Bergen 
Berrong Insurance 
Paul Bivens 
Ina Black 
Tom Bolerjack 
Barry Brian 
Randy Brooks 
John Bullard 
Kathleen Burchik 
Joel Butler 
Burroughs Wellcome 
Dale Byrd 
George Cameron 
Charles Carden 
Bill Carroll 
John W. Carter 
Klem Chandler 
Ron Chiaro 
Ellen Church 
Raymond Clark 
Greg and Bonita Coleble 
George Cochran 
Sandra Conklin 
Conoco Inc.
Cindy Copeland 
Dean Copeland 
Robin Corvin 
Richard Covington 
Paul Csorsz 
Bill Daniel 
Jerry Davy 
Shawn Deimund 
Charles Dickerson
W. L. Dickison
Richard Dill
Keith Dodson
Cynthia Donnell
Rick Dorl
Daniel Downing
Lanny Duckett
Tammy Durrett
Eckerd Drug Corporation
Janet Edge
Mike Ellington
Emma Ekema
Thres Ennis Niimi
Rex Enterline
Joe Epperson
Doug Ethel
Jimmy Evetts
Dan Fiegel
David Fite
Cathy Foreman
Mildred Foster
Fox-Meyer
Danny Frame
Clay Franklin
Brian Gaskill
William Gasperich
Kurt Gensler
Philip Giles
Susan Good
Kim Gorhan
Connie Gray
Truett Guthrie
James Hall
W. E. Hamilton
Donald Hamm
James Hargis
Thelma Harms
Mark Hatchett
Carly Haynes
Lee Helms
Mike Henderson
Paul Hendrix
Robert Henson
William Hightower
Tom Hobza
Jerry Hodge
Wayne Hohweiler
Joe Hoover
Shellie and Larry Hoover 
Vicki Hopper
Witcher Horton 
Jim Hrncir 
Bill Hunter 
Mary Jane Hurley 
Janice Hurst 
Teresa Hurst 
Garrett Huxall 
Noel Hyde
Hydro Extension Group 
Danny Imhoff 
Mack Jameson 
Roy Johnson 
Dale Jones 
Phil Kanelakos 
Cheri Kantro 
Kappa Epsilon 
Karla Keese 
B. G. Keller Jr.
David King
Don King
Perry Kliewer
Donald and Virginia Lane
John Lassiter
Chen Lin Lee
Robert Levell
Eli Lilly and Company
Billy Lockhart
Jackie Long
Lonnie Long
Steven Lucas
James Lynch
Jerry Mahan
Sara Marquis
Bob Maynard
Bobby Maynard
Mark Meacham
Warren and Gina Meador
Verne Metcalf
Gary Matheny
Bill Milligan
Skip Moline
Albert Leon Moore
Charles Moore
Terry Moore
Terrell Moorhead
Mark McCandless
Kathie McClain
Robert McGough
Reihnard McKinney
Mary Neparko
Jeffrey Newhouse 
Charles Nithman 
Lisa O’Daniel 
Paul O’Hara
Oklahoma Pharmaceutical 
Auxiliary Association 
Olatoun Okunade 
OPhA District 7 
Owen Company 
Vernon Pape 
Parke-Davis Company 
James Parker 
Jolene Patterson 
Jim Pepper 
Nancy Perrin 
Phil Petrilli 
Clark Phillips 
Julie Phillips 
Joe Pierce 
Robert Pierce 
Mary Pittman 
Barbara Poe 
Mary Porter 
Amy Pritchett 
Charles and Suann Raff 
Harold Raff 
Martin Railsback 
Peter Ratto 
Glenn Rebber 
Danny Reeves 
J. L. Regan 
Revco D. S. Inc.
Glenn Rusty Rex 
Dorinda Reynolds 
Kent Robinson 
Sharon Roessler 
Teryl Rorabaugh 
Wayne Salisbury 
Gene Savage 
Elizabeth Schmidt 
Rosalind Schmidt 
Charles Schwartz 
Joe and Louise Schwemin 
Searle Labs 
Art Seely 
Kelly Semrod 
Jamie Shaddon 
Robert 0. Smith 
Robert Snawder 
(Continued on Page 14)
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(CONTRIBUTORS, Continued)
Southwestern
Pharmaceutical Assoc.
Jan Stanford
Price Stanley
Allan Stowers
LouAnn Streit
Debra Sy
Jan Sykes
Ernie Sykora
K. H. Tabor
H. F. Timmons
Reta Epps Tims
Nelda and Dan Toal
Angela Treadwell
Alesia Turner
Floyd Ulrich
Steve Vaughan
Walgreen Company
James Walker
Ronnie Wann
Edwin Watkins
Weatherford Golf Course
Neal Weber
Bobby Webster
West Texas Pharmaceutical Assoc.
Harold White
Pam Whitsitt
Lynne Williams
Steve Williamson
John Willis
Leon Wills
Joan Wilkin
Lonny Wilson
Craig Winstel
Bill Wittrock
Gary Wolgamott
Tommy Worth
Smith Wycoff
Lynne Young
Linda Zacharias
DID YOU KNOW. . .In a recent study, we found that incom­
ing students named alumni as the most influential reason for 
choosing pharmacy as a career and Southwestern as the college 
to attend.
ktrkkk
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IN MEMORIAM
Michael S. Kidd (class of ’78) was killed in a traffic accident 
west of Okarche December 4, 1985. He and his wife, Susan, mov­
ed to Fairview in 1981, and they owned Kidd Health Mart Drug.
